
Part One
Molecular Separation

This Part will be focused on the fundamentals and applications of membranes and
membrane operations for separation at the molecular level. Both liquid (including
organic solvents) and gaseous streams will be discussed.
The book opens with a chapter on molecular modeling to highlight the powerful

instruments for designing appropriate membrane materials with predicted
properties.
This is followed by a chapter on polymeric membranes that discusses the current

achievements and challenges on membranes for molecular separation in liquid
phase.
Subsequent individual chapters discussmembranes in organic solvent separation,

gas separation and electrochemical separation. A whole chapter is focused on the
fundamentals of fouling molecular separation by membranes are completed by a
chapter focused on fouling. and another on energy and environmental issues.
The application part of this section illustrates the membrane-assisted molecular

separation in (i) gases, with a separate chapter dedicated to the CO2 capture using
inorganic membrane; (ii) water desalination; (iii) downstream processing of biologi-
cal products. Achapter on integratedmembrane operations illustrates new strategies
in water treatment and chemical production.
Membrane separation in the medical field has been included in a chapter focused

on medical extracorporeal devices, which illustrates the use of membranes for
separation of biological fluids and for preparation of bioartificial organs able to
accomplish ex vivo biological transformation (Part headed �Transformation�).
The overall aim of the �molecular separation� section is to illustrate the current

capability of membranes and membrane operations in assisting and governing
molecular separations and the future perspectives they offer for a more sustainable
industrial growth through innovative process design. Their implementation will lead
to concrete benefits in manufacturing and processing, substantially shrinking
equipment size, boosting plant efficiency, saving energy, reducing capital costs,
minimizing environmental impact, and using remote control and automation.
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Membrane operations have the potential to replace conventional energy-intensive
separation techniques, such as distillation and evaporation, to accomplish the
selective and efficient transport of specific components, to improve the performance
of reactive processes and, ultimately, to provide reliable options for a sustainable
industrial growth.
This is in line with the strategy of process intensification and it is expected to bring

substantial improvements in chemical and many other manufacturing and proces-
sing industries.
Many membrane operations are based on similar materials and structures, while

differing in the method by which they carry out the separation process. Step forward
innovations can be promoted by appropriate integration of traditional membrane
operations (reverse osmosis, micro-, ultra- and nanofiltration, electrodialysis, perva-
poration, etc.) among them and with innovativemembrane operations. In fact, while
being already widely used inmany different applications, they can be combined with
new membrane systems such as catalytic membrane reactors and membrane
contactors. Nowadays, redesign of industrial production cycles by combining various
membrane operations suitable for separation, conversion and concentration units is
an attractive opportunity because of the synergic effects that highly integrated
membrane processes can promote.
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Molecular Modeling, A Tool for the Knowledge-Based
Design of Polymer-Based Membrane Materials
Dieter Hofmann and Elena Tocci

1.1
Introduction

Most important macroscopic transport properties (i.e., permeabilities, solubilities,
constants of diffusion) of polymer-based membranes have their foundation in
microscopic features (e.g., free-volume distribution, segmental dynamics, distribu-
tion of polar groups, etc.) which are not sufficiently accessible to experimental
characterization. Here, the simulation of reasonably equilibrated and validated
atomistic models provides great opportunities to gain a deeper insight into these
microscopic features that in turn will help to develop more knowledge-based
approaches in membrane development.
The mentioned transport properties for small and medium-sized molecules in

polymers are decisive in many technologically important processes, for example, in
biotechnology and biomedicine, in pharmacological and chemical industries but also
in integrated environmental protection. The respective penetrants can be anything
from rather small hydrogen or oxygen molecules to chemicals like benzene up to
relatively large drug molecules.
Membrane processes for the separation of gaseous and liquid mixtures are

important examples. In these cases there are already large numbers of applicable
materials and processes. Further improvements (mostly concerning better selectiv-
ities at acceptably highpermeabilities), oftenneeding real jumps inperformance, are,
however, still needed inmany cases. This applies, although in the opposite sense, also
to barrier materials where permeations at least of certain types of molecules will be
extremely small. Other areas concern biomaterials or material systems for the
controlled release of drugs.
More specific examples for the need to develop new materials with tailored

transport properties are:

. The separation of methane from higher hydrocarbons in natural gas for safer and
more economical transport through pipelines, or for better exploitation;
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. The design of packaging materials for conservation of fresh fruits and vegetables,
which means good specific permeation and selectivity properties in order to
maintain a modified/controlled atmosphere;

. The control of migration of additives, monomers or oligomers, from packaging
materials, for example, into food (important for the enforcement of a high level of
food quality and safety) or other consumer products;

. The resistance of resins used in composites for aircraft construction to ageing
caused by water absorption;

. Small but continuous fuel loss by permeation through polymeric parts of the fuel
system;

. Separation of CO2 from flue gases, and separation of NOx from vehicle emissions;

. Efficient and inexpensive proton-conducting membranes for fuel cells;

. components in polymer electronics (such as for light-emitting diodes or display
components) with extremely low permeabilities for oxygen and water;

. Optimum controlled drug release systems, for example, for medical applications,
cosmetics or agriculture;

. Transport problems in artificial or bio-hybrid organs;

. Optimum biocompatibility of polymers in contact with cells and blood;

. Optimum chemical degradation behavior (often to a large extent a water-perme-
ation problem) for surgical sutures, scaffold materials for tissue engineering,
degradable screws in orthopaedic surgery and so on.

In the near future, the use of multifunctional polymer-based materials with
separation/selective transport capabilities is also to be expected in the design of
productionsystemswithintegratedenvironmentalprotectionor inthecombinationof
chemical reactions and separation by attaching a catalytic functionality to the respec-
tivematerial [1].Thus, thosemultifunctionalmaterials shouldcontributematerially to
the development of clean energy and/or energy saving and therefore sustainable
production technologies. In connectionwith these perspectives, there is considerable
interest in new/modified polymer-based materials with tailored transport/catalytic
properties. Also, many sensor applications are based on controlled permeation.
Amorphous polymers or respective composites with inorganic components are an

important class of materials to solve many of the above-mentioned problems.
However, the design of these multifunctional materials, based on experimentation
and correlative thinking alone is unreliable, time consuming, expensive and oftennot
successful. Systematicmultiscale computer-aidedmolecular design (CAMD) offers a
very attractive alternative, insofar as these techniques allow for the very elaborate
investigation of complexmaterial behaviorwith regard to the links between structure,
dynamics and relevant properties of the discussed multifunctional polymer-based
materials on the length and time scales (from Angstroms to micrometers and from
picoseconds to milliseconds, respectively) which are most important for the pene-
trant transport and other relevant processes (e.g., selective transport, separation,
catalysis, biodegradation, sensor applications) of interest. In the present chapter,
molecular modeling tools (i.e., quantum chemistry (QM), atomistic- and mesoscale
modeling)will be in the focus of interest. Consequently, themicroscopic properties to
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be related with macroscopically determined transport parameters are, for example,
chain stiffness parameters, free volume and its distribution, mobility measures for
chain segments, energy densities describing interactions of chain segments with
penetrants, microscopic effects of swelling and so on.
Over the last 15 years particularly atomistic molecular modeling methods

have found widespread application in the investigation of small-molecule perme-
ation [2–15].

1.2
Basics of Molecular Modeling of Polymer-Based Membrane Materials

The permeation of small molecules in amorphous polymers is typically following the
solution diffusion model, that is, the permeability Pi of a feed component i can be
envisioned as the product of the respective solubility Si and constant of diffusion
Di. Both parameters can be obtained experimentally and in principle also by atomistic
simulations.
The molecular modeling of these polymers typically starts with the construction

of normally rectangular packing models. There, the related chain segments of the
respective polymer will be arranged in realistic, that is, statistically possible, way.
To do this, first the involved atoms are considered to be spheres of the respective
atomic radius Ri (as obtainable from QM) and atomic weight mi. The bonded
interactions between atoms resulting in bonds, bond angles and conformation
angles are then described by mechanic springs or torsion rods with spring
constants related to, for example, experimentally known bond strengths. So-called
nonbond interactions between atoms that either belong to different molecules or
that in one and the same molecule are further apart from each other than about
three bonds are considered via, for example, Lennard-Jones (to describe van der
Waals interactions) and Coulomb potentials (to describe electrostatic interactions).
The sum of all interatomic interactions written as the potential energy of a packing
model is then called a forcefield. Forcefields form the core of all atomistic
molecular modeling programs. Equation 1.1 shows the principal structure of a
typical forcefield for a system of N atoms with the Cartesian atomic position
vectors~ri.

V ~r1;~r2; . . . ;~rN
� � ¼ X

Covalent bonds

Kbðl�l0Þ2 þ
X

Bond angles

KQðQ�Q0Þ2

þ
X

Dihedral angles

Kj½1þ cosðnj�dÞ�

þ
X

nonbonded atom pairs i;j

aij
r12ij

 !
� bij

r6ij

 !
þ qiqj

e0errij

" #
ð1:1Þ

with the following parameters:
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l ¼ actual length of a bond
l0 ¼ length of a bond in equilibrium
Kb¼ force constant for a bond length deformation
Q ¼ actual value for a bond angle
Q0¼ value for a bond angle in equilibrium
KQ¼ force constant for a bond-angle deformation
j ¼ actual value for a conformation angle
n ¼ periodicity parameter in a conformation potential
d ¼ constant to fix trans-state in a conformation potential
Kj¼ force constant for a conformation potential
Rij ¼ distance between atoms i and j with (j� i)> 3
aij ¼ constant describing repulsive interactions in the Lennard-Jones Potential
bij ¼ constant describing attractive interactions in the Lennard-Jones Potential
qi ¼ partial charge of the ith atom
e0 ¼ vacuum permittivity
er ¼ dielectric constant.

The parameters l0, Kb, Q0, KQ, Kj, n, d, aij, bij, qi, qj and er belong to
the fit parameters, which can be determined by fitting of Equation 1.1 to a sufficient
set of data calculated byQMand/or determined experimentally (e.g., X-ray scattering,
IR spectroscopy, heats of formation). From a numeric point of view the pair
interaction terms (van der Waals and Coulomb) are most demanding. In this
connection the typical size of polymer packing models is limited to typically
3000–10 000 atoms (leading to lateral sizes of bulk models of a few nm), although
in other connections now also models with up to 100 000 atoms have been used.
Forcefields may be utilized in two directions:
Model systems can be, on the one hand, subjected to a static structure optimiza-

tion. There, the fact is considered that the potential energy of a relaxed atomistic
system (cf. Equation 1.1) should show a minimum value. Static optimization then
means that by suited numeric procedures the geometry of the simulated system is
changed as long as the potential energy reaches the next minimum value [16]. In the
context of amorphous packing models, the main application for this kind of
procedure is the reduction of unrealistic local tensions in a model as a prerequisite
for later molecular dynamic (MD) simulations.
It is, on the other hand, possible to use the potential energy of a model system as

described by Equation 1.1 to calculate the forces~Fi acting on each atom of the model
via the gradient operation:

~Fi ¼ � qVð~r1;~r2; . . . ;~rNÞ
q~ri

ð1:2Þ

Then, Newton�s equations of motion can be solved for every atom of the investigated
system:

~Fi ¼ mi
d2~riðtÞ
dt2

ð1:3Þ
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The necessary starting positions ~rið0Þof the atoms are in the given case usually
obtained from methods of chain-packing procedures (see below). The starting
velocities~við0Þ of all atoms are assigned via a suited application of the well-known
relation between the average kinetic Ekin energy of a polyatomic system and its
temperature T:

Ekin ¼
XN
i¼1

1
2
mi~vi

2 ¼ 3N�6
2

kbT ð1:4Þ

kBistheBoltzmannconstant.(3N� 6)isthenumberofdegreesoffreedomofanN-atom
model considering the fact that in the given case the center ofmass of thewholemodel
with its 6 translation and rotation degrees of freedom does not move during the MD
simulation. Using Equations 1.2–1.4 it is then possible to follow, for example, the
motions of the atoms of a polymer matrix and the diffusive movement of imbedded
small penetrant molecules at a given temperature over a certain interval of time.
Equation 1.3 represents a system of usually several thousand coupled differential

equations of second order. It can be solved only numerically in small time steps Dt via
finite-difference methods [16]. There always the situation at t þ Dt is calculated from
the situation at t. Considering the very fast oscillations of covalent bonds, Dtmust not
be longer than about 1 fs to avoidnumerical breakdown connectedwith problemswith
energy conservation. This condition imposes a limit of the typical maximum simula-
tion time that for the above-mentioned system sizes is of the order of several ns. The
limited possible size of atomistic polymer packing models (cf. above) together with
this simulation time limitation also set certain limits for the structures and processes
that can be reasonably simulated. Furthermore, the limited model size demands the
application of periodic boundary conditions to avoid extreme surface effects.
The already mentioned limited lateral dimensions of packing models of just

several nmmakes it impossible to simulate complete membranes or other polymer-
based samples. Therefore, on the one hand, bulk models are considered that are
typically cubic volume elements of a few nanometers side length that represent a part
cut out of the interior of a polymer membrane (cf. Figure 1.1). On the other hand
interface models are utilized, for example, for the interface between a liquid feed
mixture and a membrane surface or between a membrane surface and an inorganic
filler (cf. Figure 1.2).

1.3
Selected Applications

1.3.1
Hard- and Software

The InsightII/MaterialsStudio/Discover software of Accelrys [18, 19] was utilized
for the amorphous packing model construction, equilibration and the atomistic
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simulations. In most of the following examples the COMPASS forcefield was
applied [20, 21].
For data evaluation also self-programmed software (mostly in BTCL, Fortran, C)

was applied. Data production runs were performed on a 74 processor Opteron Linux
Cluster, a SGI Origin 2100 and on SGI Onyx workstation.

1.3.2
Simulation/Prediction of Transport Parameters and Model Validation

The quality of atomistic packing models is typically validated via comparisons
betweenmeasured and simulated properties likewide-angleX-ray scattering (WAXS)

Figure 1.1 Atomic representation of a typical 3-dimensional
packing model (thickness about 3 Å) starting with a single Hyflon
AD60X polymer chain. Atom colors: gray¼ carbon, red¼ oxygen,
light blue¼ fluorine [15].

Figure 1.2 Atomic representation of a surface model of Pebax/30%KET with water [17].
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curves, densities, transport parameters for small and medium sized penetrants. In
the latter case both validating (if a polymer is already existing and experimentally
characterized) and predictive (if a polymer has not been synthesized yet or if no
transport parameters are available experimentally) applications are possible.

1.3.2.1 Prediction of Solubility Parameters
Here, hitherto in most cases the transition-state method of Gusev and Suter [22, 23]
was utilized to first determine calculated solubility values Scalc values. There, a fine
3D-grid with a grid spacing of about 0.03 nm is layered over a completely refined
detailed-atomistic amorphous polymer bulk packing model (cf. Figure 1.1). Then a
small virtual test molecule of the intended kind (e.g., O2) in a united atom
representation is inserted in the polymer matrix at each lattice point of the grid.
The resulting nonbonded interaction energy Eins between the inserted molecule and
the whole polymer matrix is calculated for each position of the respective inserted
molecule. Only the van der Waals interactions are considered, that is, the method
would not work for highly polar penetrants like water. Furthermore, since the
polymer matrix can not locally relax to accommodate larger inserted penetrants it
only works for small molecules (typically just up to O2, N2, etc.). From the insertion
energy data via Equation 1.5 the chemical excess potential mex for infinite dilution can
be calculated and converted in the respective solubility using Equation 1.6.

mex ¼ RT � ln < expð�Eins=kTÞ > ð1:5Þ

Scalc ¼ T0

p0T
exp �mex

kT

� �
ð1:6Þ

withRbeing theuniversal gas constant andT0 and p0 being temperature andpressure
under standard conditions (T0¼ 273.15K; p0¼ 1013� 105 Pa).
Table 1.1 contains typical solubility prediction data for an ultrahigh free-volume

polymer (PTMSP) and a polymer with more conventional transport properties
(PTMSS).
As already mentioned the Gusev–Suter method normally only works for small

penetrant molecules like oxygen or nitrogen. For a long time no really generally
applicable alternativemethod was available to overcome the problem, but a few years
ago Boulougouris, Economou Theodorou et al. [27, 28] suggested a new inverse
Widom method based on the particle-deletion algorithm �DPD� to overcome this
problem in principle. The related computer code was, however, only applicable to
special, relatively simplemodel systems. Based on DPD also a generalized version of
this algorithm was presented in the literature [29] permitting the calculation of
solubility coefficients formolecules as large as, for example, benzene in polymers for
which reasonable forcefield parameters exist. Table 1.2 contains solubility data for a
number of penetrants of different size in PDMS obtained in this way.

1.3.2.2 Prediction of Diffusion Constants
The following description again follows the already quoted papers ofGusev andSuter.
Using theEins valuesmentioned in the foregoing section, thewhole packingmodel in
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question is separated into regions of free volume (low interaction energy) and regions
of densely packed polymer (high interaction energy; cf. Figure 1.3). The borders
between the energetically attractive regions Eins(x, y, z) around the resulting local
insertion energy minima are given as crest surfaces of locally maximum insertion
energy. In the two-dimensional analogy of a cratered landscape a minimum energy
region would be represented by a crater, while the crest surface of locally maximum
insertion energy would be reduced to the crest line separating one crater from the
adjacent ones. From this identification of energetically separated sites where a
penetrant would typically sit (approximately the centers of holes) and jump proba-
bilities between adjacent sites (which can be calculated by proper integration over the
mentioned crest lines and �craters� of the insertion energy function Eins(x, y, z) an
efficient Monte Carlo simulation method for the jump-like diffusion of small

Table 1.1 Results of application of the Gusev–Sutermethod to the
solubility of N2 in PTMSP and PTMSS.

Polymer Structure formula

Average simulated
N2 solubility
coefficient Scalc
[cm3(STP)/(cm3 atm)]

Average measured N2

solubility coefficient
Sexp [cm

3(STP)/(cm3 atm)]

PTMSP 1.16 [24] 1.02 [25]

PTMSS 0.19 [24] 0.18 [26]
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molecules in a polymer matrix can be developed (cf. Figure 1.4). With this algorithm
the simulation range can almost extend in the ms range. That is, in most cases the
normal diffusive regime can be reached and the respective constant of diffusion Di

can be obtained via the Einstein equation from the slope of the mean squared
displacement si(t):

~siðtÞ ¼ h~riðtÞ�~rið0Þj2i
�� ð1:7Þ

!DiðtÞ ¼ hj~riðtÞ�~rið0Þj2i
6t

ð1:8Þ

Here,~riðtÞis the position vector of penetrant i and<> is the average over all possible
time origins t¼ 0 and all simulated trajectories of a penetrant of a given kind. Again,
as with the solubilities the Gusev–Suter method can only handle small penetrants in
this way, because the respective polymer matrix cannot conformationally adjust to
larger penetrants. Table 1.3 contains a comparison between experimental and

Table 1.2 Results of application of a generalized DPD method to different penetrants in PDMS.

Solute
Scalc
[cm3(STP) cm�3 bar�1]

Sexp
[cm3(STP) cm�3 bar�1]

Oxygen 0.32a 0.224b

Nitrogen 0.13a 0.127b

Acetone 69a 33–66c

Benzene 495a 275–624d

a[29, 30].
b[31].
c[32].
d[33].

Figure 1.3 Free volume for a perfluorinated polymer in red
indicating into the densely packed polymer.
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calculated values,Dexp andDcalc, respectively for a number of gases in PTMSP.Here,
for methane and carbon dioxide it has to be considered that these molecules are
normally already too large to lead to reasonable results with theGusev–Sutermethod.
In comparing simulated and experimentally measured transport parameters

one has to be aware that experimental data in the literature depending, for example,
on sample preparation conditions and the chosen measurement methodology can
show a considerable scatter, often reaching a factor of two or even more. It is, for
examplewell-known that polyimides often contain residual solventfilling a part of the
free volume and thus leading to systematically lower S and D values from experi-
ments than from simulations [34].

1.3.3
Permeability of Small Molecules and Free-Volume Distribution

The distribution of free volume in amorphous polymers is of paramount importance
for the respective material�s transport behavior towards small and medium-sized
penetrants.

Figure 1.4 Jump-like diffusion of oxygen molecules in a perfluorinated polymer matrix.

Table 1.3 Results of application of the Gusev–Suter method for
the diffusion constants of different penetrants in PTMSP.

Solute Dcalc [10
�5 cm2/s] Dexp [10

�5 cm2/s]

Nitrogen 7.7a 3.50b

Oxygen 7.5a 4.66b

Methane 8.2a 2.64b

Carbon dioxide 9.2a 8.02b

a[24].
b[25].
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While in rubbery polymers differences in the segmental mobility can be more
important than differences in the free-volume distribution for glassy polymers often
certain basic correlations can be found between the permeability of small molecules
and free-volume distribution. Other important factors are the molecular mobility of
chain segments and the local chemical composition.
Experimentally, the free-volume distribution can be best characterized with

positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS). There, in organic glasses or-
tho-positronium (o-Ps) which has a lifetime of 142 ns in vacuo shows a strong
tendency to localize in heterogeneous regions of low electron density (holes). In
polymeric materials the vacuum lifetime is cut short via the �pick-off� mechanism,
where o-Ps prematurely annihilates with one of the surrounding bound electrons.
This lifetime can (under certain assumptions) be converted in an average hole radius
[35, 36], while the intensity of the lifetime signal may permit conclusions about the
overall contents of free volume. There are, however, a number of shortcomings with
common PALSmethodology. Often, the holes forming the free volume are assumed
to be just spheres and the shape of calculated hole radius distribution peaks is set to
Gaussian. Furthermore, positrons in their limited lifetime seem not to be capable of
probing large holes of complex topology (cf. in particular PTMSP and other ultrahigh
free-volume polymers) [24, 37]. Finally the size of the positronium molecule does
only permit probing of the accessible free volume for molecules about the size of
hydrogen.
Atomisticmolecularmodelingutilizing bulkmodels on the other hand canprovide

additional even more detailed information about free-volume distributions in
amorphous polymers. In this way, glassy polymers, where individual differences
in chain segmentmobility donot have an as distinct influence on transport properties
than in rubbery polymers, can be roughly grouped into three classes regarding their
small molecule permeability, as will be outlined in the following for the example of
oxygen.

1.3.3.1 Examples of Polymers with Low Permeability of Small Molecules
(e.g., PO2� 50 Barrer)
Figure 1.5(a) shows as a typical example a computer-tomography-like atomic mono-
layer representation of a bulk model for diisopropyldimethyl PEEK WC (DIDM-
PEEK). In this case the oxygen-accessible free volume is obviously organized in
relatively small isolated holes and the respective size distribution (cf. Figure 1.5(b)) is
monomodal and extending only to hole radii of about 5 Å.

1.3.3.2 Examples of Polymers with High Permeability of Small Molecules
(e.g., 50 Barrer� PO2� 200 Barrer)
Similarly to Figure 1.5(a), Figure 1.6(a) displays an atomic monolayer representation
for a so-called high-performance polymer (here PPrSiDPA with a PO2 of 230 Barrer
[38]). Already in this view larger holes are visible than for the case of low-performance
polymers (cf. Figure 1.5(a)) and the hole-size distribution (Figure 1.6(b)) reveals a
muchwider range of radii (here extending to 10Å and being bi-modal). This situation
is quite typical for polymerswith high gas transport capacity. Amore systematic study
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on polyimides [34] did, for example, reveal that the major difference between low-
performance and high-performance polyimides with about the same overall contents
of free volume lies in the distribution of the (e.g., oxygen) accessible free volume.
Low-performance polyimides show just a monomodal distribution extending up to
about 5 Å, while high-performance polyimides behave more or less similar to the
example illustrated in Figure 1.6.

1.3.3.3 Examples of Polymers with Ultrahigh Permeability of Small Molecules
(e.g., PO2� 1000 Barrer)
Figure 1.7 then shows respective data for an ultrahigh free-volume and performance
polymer, Teflon AF2400 of DuPont (PO2¼ 1140 Barrer; [39]). One can recognize that

Figure 1.5 (a) Atomicmonolayer representation (thickness about
3 Å) of a typical packing model and structure formula for
DIDMPEEK. (b) Hole-size distribution for the packing model
shown in Figure 1.5(a).
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in this case there is �conventional� free volume organized in isolated holes in the
radius range below 10Å existing in parallel with a partly continuous phase of much
larger holes that in this case are visible as a peak between 15 and 20Å. The effect is
evenmore pronounced for PTMSP, the polymer of this kind with the highest oxygen
permeability so far measured (about 9000 Barrer; [38]). There, the continuity for the
large-hole phase is more clearly visible already in atomic monolayer representations
of respective packing models [37] and the ratio between the area under the
�conventional� free-volume peak and the continuous hole phase peak in the hole-
size distribution is even smaller than for Teflon AF2400.
The fact that for the mentioned ultrahigh free-volume polymers the continuous

hole-phase peak appears at rather limited values is related with the limited size of the

Figure 1.6 (a) Atomicmonolayer representation (thickness about
3 Å) of a typical packing model and structure formula for
PPrSiDPA. (b)Hole-size distribution for the packingmodel shown
in Figure 1.6(a).
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investigated models (45–50Å) while the thickness of real polymer membranes can
extend into the micrometer range.

1.4
Summary

Atomisticmolecularmodeling techniques have proven to be a very useful tool for the
investigation of the structure and dynamics of dense amorphous membrane poly-
mers and of transport processes in these materials. By utilizing these methods,
information can be obtained that is not accessible by experimental means.

Figure 1.7 (a) Atomic monolayer representation of a typical
packingmodel and structure formula for Teflon AF2400. (b)Hole-
size distribution for the packing model shown in Figure 1.7(a).
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